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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority under 35
USC 119 to Japanese Patent Application No. JP
2010-122326 filed on May 28, 2010 and Japanese Patent
Application No. JP 2010-122327 filed on May 28, 2010.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a saddle riding
type, electric vehicle that includes a swing arm removably
and vertically swingably supported on a vehicle body
frame, and an electric motor, a battery, and a control unit
disposed on the swing arm. The electric motor for gen-
erating a drive power for rotatably driving a rear wheel
rotatably is supported at a rear portion of the swing arm
together with the battery for supplying the electric motor
with an electric power, and the control unit for controlling
the electric motor.

Description of Background Art

[0003] Japanese Patent Laid-open No. JP
2008-221976 A discloses a motorcycle that uses electric
power supplied from a battery to operate an electric mo-
tor, thereby driving a rear wheel with a driving force gen-
erated by the electric motor.
[0004] The motorcycle disclosed in Japanese Patent
Laid-open No. JP 2008-221976 A has electrical parts for
a drive system disposed is a unit on a swing arm. While
offering an advantage of simplified serviceability and wir-
ing, the arrangement disposes a battery, an electric mo-
tor, and a control unit that are relatively heavy on the
swing arm. This tends to require that the swing arm have
an increased wall thickness for greater rigidity, resulting
in an increase in the weight of the swing arm.
[0005] In addition, in such a saddle riding type, electric
vehicle, a need exists for a stand for holding the vehicle
in a standing position disposed on the swing arm. How-
ever, a stand is not mentioned in Japanese Patent Laid-
open No. JP 2008-221976 A. Disposing a main stand in
the swing arm requires consideration of enhancing the
rigidity of a portion for supporting the main stand. This
can lead to a further increase in the weight of the swing
arm that is already relatively heavy.

SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention has been made in view
of the foregoing situation and it is an object of an embod-
iment of the present invention to provide a saddle riding
type, electric vehicle that permits a lighter swing arm,
while maintaining good maintainability and simplified wir-
ing.

[0007] This object is achieved by a saddle riding type,
electric vehicle including the features of claim 1.
[0008] The saddle riding type, electric vehicle includes
a swing arm removably and vertically swingably support-
ed on a vehicle body frame; an electric motor, disposed
in the swing arm, for generating a drive power for rotat-
ably driving a rear wheel rotatably supported at a rear
portion of the swing arm; a battery, disposed in the swing
arm, for supplying the electric motor with electric power;
and a control unit, disposed in the swing arm, for control-
ling the electric motor. In this electric vehicle, the swing
arm integrally provides, forwardly of the rear wheel, a
bulkhead for disposing the battery in isolation from the
electric motor and the control unit; and the bulkhead has
an opening portion facing terminals disposed in the bat-
tery.
[0009] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the opening portion is disposed on an upper por-
tion or a lower portion of the bulkhead.
[0010] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the swing arm includes a battery accommodat-
ing portion having the bulkhead forming part of an outer
periphery thereof; and an arm portion having the bulk-
head as part of constituent elements thereof, the arm
portion extending from a first crosswise end portion of
the battery accommodating portion to a first crosswise
side of the rear wheel; the control unit is disposed on an
outer surface of the arm portion so as to overlap part of
the battery in a side view; and the arm portion is remov-
ably fitted with a cover member for covering from an out-
side the arm portion and the control unit disposed on the
arm portion.
[0011] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the battery includes a plurality of batteries, each
being disposed individually in a corresponding one of a
plurality of accommodating chambers defined by a par-
tition wall integrally formed with the battery accommo-
dating portion; and the bulkhead has the opening portion
such that the opening portion communicates individually
with each of the accommodating chambers.
[0012] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the battery accommodating portion formed to be
open upwardly is removably fitted with a lid member for
covering the battery accommodating portion from an up-
ward direction so as to contact with the battery in the
battery accommodating portion.
[0013] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the electric motor is disposed on a first crosswise
side of a vehicle body centerline extending longitudinally.
The battery is disposed on a second crosswise side of
the vehicle body centerline such that part thereof is dis-
posed sideways the rear wheel.
[0014] A high-voltage battery 7 of an embodiment of
the present invention corresponds to the battery of the
present invention and a front portion cover 38 of the em-
bodiment of the present invention corresponds to the cov-
er member of the present invention.
[0015] According to an embodiment of the present in-
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vention, disposing the electric motor, the battery, and the
control unit in the swing arm allows a power unit including
the electric motor to be assembled in advance before
mounting onto the vehicle body frame, thereby enhanc-
ing assemblability. The foregoing arrangement also im-
proves maintainability and achieves simplified wiring.
The bulkhead for disposing the battery in isolation from
the electric motor and the control unit is integrally formed
with the swing arm forwardly of the rear wheel. The bulk-
head not only enhances rigidity of the swing arm without
having to provide a special member for enhancing rigid-
ity, but also reduces the number of members disposed
for supporting the battery. Though the presence of the
bulkhead may impede wiring from being simplified, the
bulkhead has the opening portion that faces the terminals
disposed in the battery, so that effect of the bulkhead on
simplification of the wiring can be minimized.
[0016] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the opening portion is disposed at an upper or
lower portion of the bulkhead. This minimizes the effect
on arranging the very bulkhead or members disposed
near the bulkhead.
[0017] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the swing arm includes the battery accommo-
dating portion having the bulkhead forming part of an
outer periphery thereof and the arm portion extending
from a first crosswise end portion of the battery accom-
modating portion to a first crosswise side of the rear
wheel. The control unit is mounted on the outer surface
of the arm portion that includes the bulkhead as a con-
stituent element thereof, so as to overlap part of the bat-
tery in a side view. This helps shorten the distance be-
tween the battery and the control unit. The cover member
that covers the arm portion and the control unit from the
outside is removably mounted on the arm portion. This
allows the cover portion to be removed during servicing
without worrying about wiring. With the cover portion re-
moved, the control unit is exposed to the outside, which
further enhances maintainability.
[0018] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, each of the plurality of batteries is disposed in-
dividually in a corresponding one of the plurality of ac-
commodating chambers defined by the partition wall
which is integrally formed with the battery accommodat-
ing portion. While a large amount of electric power is
ensured, rigidity of the swing arm can be enhanced by
the partition wall. The bulkhead has the opening portion
such that the opening portion communicates with each
of the accommodating chambers. This enhances ease
of routing between the batteries and the control unit.
[0019] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the lid member that covers the battery accom-
modating portion from an upward direction is removably
attached to the battery accommodating portion formed
to be open upwardly, so as to contact with the battery in
the battery accommodating portion. This enhances main-
tainability of the battery, while reducing the number of
parts used exclusively for supporting the battery.

[0020] According to an embodiment of the present in-
vention, the electric motor is disposed on a first crosswise
side of the vehicle body centerline and the battery is dis-
posed on a second crosswise side of the vehicle body
centerline. Disposing the heavy electric motor and the
battery on either side of the vehicle body centerline helps
achieve a good crosswise weight balance. Moreover,
part of the battery is disposed sideways the rear wheel.
This eliminates the need for disposing the rear wheel
further rearwardly in order to avoid interference with the
battery. This helps avoid a long longitudinal length of the
saddle riding type, electric vehicle.
[0021] Further scope of applicability of the present in-
vention will become apparent from the detailed descrip-
tion given hereinafter. However, it should be understood
that the detailed description and specific examples, while
indicating preferred embodiments of the invention, are
given by way of illustration only, since various changes
and modifications within the scope of the invention will
become apparent to those skilled in the art from this de-
tailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] The present invention will become more fully
understood from the detailed description given herein-
below and the accompanying drawings which are given
by way of illustration only, and thus are not limitative of
the present invention, and wherein:

Fig. 1 is a side elevational view showing an electric
drive motorcycle according to a first embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an enlarged view showing a principal section
of the motorcycle shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 3-3
of Fig. 2, with a main stand rotated into a stowed
position; and
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view showing a second
embodiment of the present invention, corresponding
to Fig. 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0023] Specific embodiments to which the present in-
vention is applied will be described below with reference
to the accompanying drawings.
[0024] A first embodiment of the present invention will
be described below with reference to Figs. 1 to 3. Refer-
ring to Fig. 1, a motorcycle as a saddle riding type, electric
motor vehicle is a scooter type motorcycle having a low
floor 25. The motorcycle includes an electric motor 6,
high-voltage batteries 7..., and a control unit 8, all dis-
posed in a swing arm 9A. The motorcycle further includes
a main stand 10. More specifically, the electric motor 6
generates a drive power for rotatably driving an axle 5 of
a rear wheel WR. The high-voltage, for example, 72-V
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batteries 7 supply the electric motor 6 with an electric
power. The control unit 8 controls the electric motor 6.
The swing arm 9A has a rear portion journaling the axle
5 of the rear wheel WR. The main stand 10 is rotatably
supported on a lower portion on a front side of the swing
arm 9A.
[0025] The motorcycle includes a vehicle body frame
F that is formed to include a head pipe 13, a down frame
14, a pair of left and right under frames 15..., and a pair
of left and right rear frames 16.... More specifically, the
head pipe 13 steerably and removably supports a front
fork 11 that journals a front wheel WF and a steering
handlebar 12 connected to an upper portion of the front
fork 11. The down frame 14 extends downwardly toward
the rear from the head pipe 13. The under frames 15...
have front ends fixed to both sides of a lower portion of
the down frame 14 and extend rearwardly. The rear
frames 16... are integrally joined to rear ends of the under
frames 15.... The rear frame 16 includes a front inclined
portion 16a and a rear inclined portion 16b. More specif-
ically, the front inclined portion 16a extends upwardly to-
ward the rear from a rear end of the under frame 15 and
the rear inclined portion 16b extends downwardly toward
the rear from a rear end of the front inclined portion 16a.
The two rear frames 16... have rear portions connected
to each other.
[0026] First brackets 17... are disposed at lower end
portions of the front inclined portions 16a... in the rear
frames 16.... The swing arm 9A has a front portion re-
movably and vertically swingably supported on the first
brackets 17... via a linkage mechanism 18. The axle 5 of
the rear wheel WR disposed on the right side at a rear
portion of the swing arm 9A is rotatably supported at the
rear portion of the swing arm 9A. In addition, a rear shock
absorber 19 is disposed between a rear portion of the
left rear frame 16 of the two rear frames 16... and the
rear portion of the swing arm 9A.
[0027] A storage box 20 is disposed upwardly of the
swing arm 9A so as to be supported on the two rear
frames 16.... The storage box 20 is covered in a tandem
occupant seat 21 that is supported rotatably at a front
portion of the storage box 20.
[0028] The vehicle body frame F is covered in a vehicle
body cover 22 formed of a synthetic resin. The vehicle
body cover 22 includes a front cover 23, a leg shield 24,
a low floor 25, a pair of left and right floor side covers
26..., and a side cover 27. More specifically, the front
cover 23 covers the head pipe 13 from a forward direc-
tion. The leg shield 24 is joined to the front cover 23 so
as to cover forwardly legs of an occupant sitting on the
occupant seat 21. The low floor 25 is joined to a lower
portion of the leg shield 24 so that the occupant sitting
on the occupant seat 21 may rest his or her feet thereon.
The floor side covers 26... droop from both sides of the
low floor 25 so as to cover upper portions of the under
frames 15... from both sides. The side cover 27 is joined
to the low floor 25 and the two floor side covers 26... to
thereby cover a vehicle body rear portion and the storage

box 20 from a forward direction and both sides.
[0029] A low-voltage battery 30 for supplying auxilia-
ries including a headlamp 28 and a tail lamp 29 with a
low voltage, e.g., a 12-V power is supported between the
two under frames 15.... The low-voltage battery 30 is cov-
ered in the low floor 25 and the floor side covers 26...
from an upward direction and both sides.
[0030] Referring also to Figs. 2 and 3, the swing arm
9A generally includes a swing arm main unit 35, a gear
case 36, a rear portion cover 37, and a front portion cover
38. More specifically, the swing arm main unit 35 includes
a battery accommodating portion 33 disposed forwardly
of the rear wheel WR and an arm portion 34 that is ex-
tended from either end portion in a crosswise direction
of the battery accommodating portion 33 to a first side of
left and right sides of the rear wheel WR. The gear case
36 is connected to a rear portion of the arm portion 34
from the side of the rear wheel WR. The rear portion
cover 37 is connected to the rear portion of the arm por-
tion 34 from a side opposite to the rear wheel WR. The
front portion cover 38 is connected to a front portion of
the arm portion 34 forwardly of the rear portion cover 37
from a side opposite to the battery accommodating por-
tion 33. In the first embodiment of the present invention,
the arm portion 34 extends from a left end portion of the
battery accommodating portion 33 to a left side of the
rear wheel WR.
[0031] The axle 5 of the rear wheel WR is rotatably
supported on the rear portion of the swing arm 9A. In
addition, the electric motor 6 and power transmission
means 39 that transmits the drive power from the electric
motor 6 to the axle 5 are housed in the rear portion of
the swing arm 9A. The power transmission means 39
includes a reduction gear train 40 and a centrifugal clutch
41. The reduction gear train 40 is inserted between the
electric motor 6 and the axle 5. The centrifugal clutch 41
is inserted between the electric motor 6 and the reduction
gear train 40.
[0032] The electric motor 6 is accommodated between
the rear portion of the arm portion 34 in the swing arm
9A and a motor cover 42 disposed inwardly of the rear
portion cover 37 and connected to the rear portion of the
arm portion 34. The reduction gear train 40 is accommo-
dated between the rear portion of the arm portion 34 and
the gear case 36. The centrifugal clutch 41 is disposed
between the motor cover 42 and the rear portion cover
37 and accommodated in the rear portion of the swing
arm 9A.
[0033] The axle 5 of the rear wheel WR penetrates
through a rear portion of the gear case 36 rotatably and
airtightly and is removably and rotatably supported by
the gear case 36 and the arm portion 34. A transmission
shaft 43 having an axis extending in parallel with the axle
5 is disposed forwardly of the axle 5 so as to penetrate
through the arm portion 34 airtightly and rotatably. The
transmission shaft 43 has both end portions removably
and rotatably supported on the gear case 36 and the rear
portion cover 37. In addition, the transmission shaft 43
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has an intermediate portion removably and rotatably sup-
ported at the arm portion 34.
[0034] The electric motor 6 generally includes a stator
44 and a rotor 46. More specifically, the stator 44 is fixed
to the arm portion 34. The rotor 46 is fixed to a tubular
motor shaft 45 that concentrically surrounds the trans-
mission shaft 43 and disposed concentrically in the stator
44. The motor shaft 45 is removably and rotatably sup-
ported by the motor cover 42 and removably and rela-
tively rotatably supported on the transmission shaft 43.
[0035] The centrifugal clutch 41 generally includes a
drive plate 47, a plurality of centrifugal weights 48..., a
cup-shaped clutch outer 49, and clutch springs 50....
More specifically, the drive plate 47 is fixed to the motor
shaft 45. The centrifugal weights 48... are supported at
a plurality of positions of the drive plate 47. The centrif-
ugal weights 48... frictionally engage the clutch outer 49.
The clutch springs 50... are disposed between the cen-
trifugal weights 48... and the drive plate 47. The clutch
outer 49 is fixed to the transmission shaft 43.
[0036] The centrifugal clutch 41 establishes a power
transmission state between the motor shaft 45 and the
transmission shaft 43 as follows. More specifically, a cen-
trifugal force acts on each of the centrifugal weights 48...
as the motor shaft 45 and the drive plate 47 rotate. When
the centrifugal force becomes more than a spring urging
force of each of the clutch springs 50..., the centrifugal
weights 48... frictionally engage an inner periphery of the
clutch outer 49, which establishes the power transmis-
sion state between the motor shaft 45 and the transmis-
sion shaft 43.
[0037] The reduction gear train 40 generally includes
a drive gear 51, a first idle gear 87, a second idle gear
88, and a driven gear 52. More specifically, the drive gear
51 is fixedly mounted on the transmission shaft 43. The
first idle gear 87 meshes with the drive gear 51. The sec-
ond idle gear 88 rotates with the first idle gear 87. The
driven gear 52 is fixed to the axle 5 and meshes with the
drive gear 51. An idle shaft 89 on which the first idle gear
87 and the second idle gear 88 are fixedly mounted is
disposed to extend between and in parallel with the axle
5 and the transmission shaft 43. The idle shaft 89 has
both end portions removably and rotatably supported by
the arm portion 34 and the gear case 36.
[0038] The battery accommodating portion 33 is
formed into an upwardly open box shape generally hav-
ing a side wall 53 and a bottom wall 54. More specifically,
the side wall 53 has a rectangular shape in order to ac-
commodate the high-voltage batteries 7... disposed for-
wardly of the rear wheel WR in isolation from the electric
motor 6 and the control unit 8. The bottom wall 54 is
integrally formed in a linked manner with a lower portion
of the side wall 53. Of the side wall 53, the left portion
functions as a bulkhead 53a for disposing the high-volt-
age batteries 7... in isolation from the electric motor 6
and the control unit 8. The bulkhead 53a is integrally
formed with the swing arm 9A at a position forward of the
rear wheel WR. Additionally, the arm portion 34 includes,

as part of constituent elements thereof, the bulkhead 53a
that is the left portion of the side wall 53 and extends
rearwardly from the battery accommodating portion 33.
[0039] The battery accommodating portion 33 has a
partition wall 57 integrally formed therewith. The partition
wall 57 divides an inside of the battery accommodating
portion 33 into a plurality of accommodating chambers.
In the first embodiment of the present invention, the par-
tition wall 57 divides the inside of the battery accommo-
dating portion 33 into first and second accommodating
chambers 55, 56 disposed at front and rear in a longitu-
dinal direction; the partition wall 57 is integrally formed
with the battery accommodating portion 33 so as to ex-
tend in a vehicle width direction at a longitudinally inter-
mediate portion of the battery accommodating portion
33. A high-voltage battery 7 is disposed in each of the
first and second accommodating chambers 55, 56 so as
to extend in the vehicle width direction.
[0040] Whereas the electric motor 6 is disposed on a
first crosswise side (left side in the first embodiment of
the present invention) of a vehicle body centerline CL
extending longitudinally, the high-voltage batteries 7...
disposed in the first and second accommodating cham-
bers 55, 56 formed in the battery accommodating portion
33 have center-of-gravity positions G1, G2 that are dis-
posed on a second crosswise side (right side in the first
embodiment of the present invention) of the vehicle body
centerline CL.
[0041] The control unit 8 is mounted on an outer sur-
face of the bulkhead 53a that forms part of the arm portion
34 by using a plurality of threaded members 58, 58....
The control unit 8 is disposed, in a side view, at a position
at which the control unit 8 overlaps part of the two high-
voltage batteries 7....
[0042] The bulkhead 53a has a pair of opening portions
61, 61 that face a pair of terminals 59, 60 disposed in
each of the high-voltage batteries 7.... The opening por-
tions 61, 61 communicate with each of the first and sec-
ond accommodating chambers 55, 56. The pair of open-
ing portions 61, 61 is disposed at an upper or lower por-
tion of the bulkhead 53a. In the first embodiment of the
present invention, the opening portions 61, 61 are dis-
posed at the lower portion of the bulkhead 53a.
[0043] The control unit 8 attached to the bulkhead 53a
and a front portion of the arm portion 34 are covered in
the front portion cover 38 from an outside. The front por-
tion cover 38 is removably mounted on the arm portion
34 by using a plurality of threaded members 62....
[0044] A lid member 65 that covers the battery accom-
modating portion 33 from an upward direction is remov-
ably attached to the battery accommodating portion 33.
Referring to Fig. 2, the lid member 65 has an inner surface
65a that is formed to contact with the high-voltage bat-
teries 7... inside the battery accommodating portion 33
from the upward direction.
[0045] The main stand 10 is disposed downwardly of
the partition wall 57 and supported rotatably on the bot-
tom wall 54 of the battery accommodating portion 33.
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The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodating portion
33 includes a pair of second brackets 66, 66 integrally
formed therewith so as to protrude downwardly from a
lower surface of the bottom wall 54. The second brackets
66, 66 extend longitudinally to cross the partition wall 57
in a plan view to thereby rotatably support the main stand
10.
[0046] The main stand 10 generally includes a stand
main unit 67 and a support tube 68. More specifically,
the stand main unit 67 is formed by bending a metal round
bar. The support tube 68 is fixedly attached to the stand
main unit 67.
[0047] The stand main unit 67 generally includes a first
leg portion 67b, a second leg portion 67d, a connecting
portion 67e, and a pedal portion 67f, all integrally formed
therewith. More specifically, the first leg portion 67b has
a ground contact portion 67a formed on a first end there-
of. The second leg portion 67d has a ground contact por-
tion 67c on a first end thereof and is disposed on the right
of the first leg portion 67b. The connecting portion 67e
is curved so as to connect integrally between second
ends of the first leg portion 67b and the second leg portion
67d. The pedal portion 67f is integrally joined to the
ground contact portion 67a of the first leg portion 67b so
as to allow a rider to hook his or her foot. The support
tube 68 is fixedly attached to the connecting portion 67e
via a mounting plate 70. Accordingly, the support tube
68 is rotatably connected to the second brackets 66...
via a stand shaft 69.
[0048] The main stand 10 is rotatably connected to the
second brackets 66... such that a line L that passes
through a center between the ground contact portions
67a, 67c to extend longitudinally is offset on the right side
relative to the vehicle body centerline CL.
[0049] Accordingly, the main stand 10 is pivotally sup-
ported by the second brackets 66... to be rotatable be-
tween a standing or deployed position (the position
shown in Figs. 1 and 2) and a stowed or retracted position
(the position shown in Fig. 3). The main stand 10 is urged
at all times toward the side of the stowed position by a
stand spring 71 disposed between one of the second
brackets 66... and the main stand 10. To achieve a park-
ing state by rotating the main stand 10 from the stowed
position to the standing position, the rider has only to
hook his or her foot at the pedal portion 67f to thereby
rotate the main stand 10. When the main stand 10 is
rotated into the standing position, the parking state can
be achieved, in which the rear wheel WR is grounded,
while the front wheel WF stays clear of the ground. The
main stand 10 can be rotated upwardly from the standing
position to cancel the parking state to thereby bring the
main stand 10 into the stowed position.
[0050] The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 further includes a stopper 72 and a pair of
left and right support bosses 73, 73 integrally formed
therewith. More specifically, the stopper 72 contacts with
the main stand 10 in the standing position to thereby
maintain the main stand 10 in the standing position. The

stopper 72 extends in the vehicle width direction at a
position forward of the partition wall 57, so as to protrude
downwardly from the lower surface of the bottom wall 54.
The support bosses 73... connect the linkage mechanism
18 mentioned earlier. The support bosses 73... protrude
downwardly from the lower surface of the bottom wall 54
at positions outside the front portion of the second brack-
ets 66....
[0051] The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 further integrally provides a plurality of ribs
formed on an upper surface thereof to protrude upwardly.
The ribs disposed forwardly of the partition wall 57 are
more in number than those disposed rearwardly thereof.
[0052] More specifically, the ribs are integrally dis-
posed on the bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 in the first and second accommodating
chambers 55, 56 as follows. First ribs 74, 74 extend in
the vehicle width direction at front portions, respectively,
of the first and second accommodating chambers 55, 56.
Second ribs 75, 75 extend in the vehicle width direction
at rear portions, respectively, of the first and second ac-
commodating chambers 55, 56. Third ribs 78, 78 extend
in the vehicle width direction at longitudinal center posi-
tions, respectively, of the first and second accommodat-
ing chambers 55, 56. Fourth ribs 77, 77 and fifth ribs 76,
76 are disposed at two places spaced apart at some in-
tervals in the vehicle width direction to extend longitudi-
nally so as to be orthogonal to the third ribs 78... and
joined on both ends to the first and second ribs 74...,
75.... In addition to the first through fifth ribs 74 to 78, the
battery accommodating portion 33 in the first accommo-
dating chamber 55 forward of the partition wall 57 further
includes sixth and seventh ribs 79, 80 formed thereon in
a protruding condition. The sixth and seventh ribs 79, 80
connect a center in the vehicle width direction of the third
rib 78 to connections of the fourth and fifth ribs 77, 76 to
the second rib 75, respectively. In contrast, there are only
the first through fifth ribs 74 to 78 disposed integrally on
the battery accommodating portion 33 in the second ac-
commodating chamber 56 rearward of the partition wall
57.
[0053] Effects of the first embodiment of the present
invention will be described below. The arrangement in
which the electric motor 6, the high-voltage batteries 7...,
and the control unit 8 are disposed in the swing arm 9A
allows a power unit including the electric motor 6 to be
assembled in advance before mounting onto the vehicle
body frame F to thereby enhance assemblability. The
arrangement also enhances maintainability and
achieves simplified wiring. The bulkhead 53a for dispos-
ing the high-voltage batteries 7... in isolation from the
electric motor 6 and the control unit 8 is integrally formed
with the swing arm 9A forwardly of the rear wheel WR.
This not only enhances rigidity of the swing arm 9A with-
out having to provide a special member for enhancing
rigidity, but also reduces the number of members dis-
posed for supporting the high-voltage batteries 7....
Though the presence of the bulkhead 53a may impede
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wiring from being simplified, the bulkhead 53a has the
pair of opening portions 61... that face the pair of termi-
nals 59..., 60... disposed in each of the high-voltage bat-
teries 7..., so that effect of the bulkhead 53a on simplifi-
cation of the wiring can be minimized.
[0054] The opening portions 61... are disposed at an
upper or lower portion of the bulkhead 53a (in the first
embodiment of the present invention, the opening por-
tions 61... are disposed at the lower portion of the bulk-
head 53a). This minimizes the effect on arranging the
very bulkhead 53a or members disposed near the bulk-
head 53a.
[0055] The swing arm 9A includes the battery accom-
modating portion 33 disposed forwardly of the rear wheel
WR such that the bulkhead 53a forms part of an outer
periphery thereof and the arm portion 34 that includes
the bulkhead 53a as part of constituent elements thereof
and extends from either end portion in the crosswise di-
rection (the left end portion in the first embodiment of the
present invention) of the battery accommodating portion
33 to a first side of left and right sides (the left side in the
first embodiment of the present invention) of the rear
wheel WR. The control unit 8 is mounted on the outer
surface of the arm portion 34 that includes the bulkhead
53a as a constituent element thereof, so as to overlap
part of the high-voltage batteries 7... in a side view. This
helps shorten the distance between the high-voltage bat-
teries 7... and the control unit 8. The front portion cover
38 that covers the arm portion 34 and the control unit 8
mounted on the arm portion 34 from the outside is re-
movably mounted on the arm portion 34. This allows the
front portion cover 38 to be removed during servicing
without worrying about wiring. With the front portion cover
38 removed, the control unit 8 is exposed to the outside,
which further enhances maintainability.
[0056] Each of the pair of high-voltage batteries 7...
provided in plurality is disposed individually in a corre-
sponding one of the first and second accommodating
chambers 55, 56 defined by the partition wall 57 which
is integrally formed with the battery accommodating por-
tion 33. While a large amount of electric power is ensured,
rigidity of the swing arm 9A can be enhanced by the par-
tition wall 57. In addition, the bulkhead 53a has the open-
ing portions 61... such that the opening portions 61...
communicate with each of the first and second accom-
modating chambers 55, 56. This enhances the ease of
routing between the high-voltage batteries 7... and the
control unit 8.
[0057] The lid member 65 that covers the battery ac-
commodating portion 33 from an upward direction is re-
movably attached to the battery accommodating portion
33 formed to be open upwardly, so as to contact with the
high-voltage batteries 7... in the battery accommodating
portion 33. This enhances maintainability of the high-volt-
age batteries 7..., while reducing the number of parts
used exclusively for supporting the high-voltage batteries
7....
[0058] The main stand 10 is supported rotatably on the

battery accommodating portion 33 in the swing arm 9A.
The partition wall 57 that extends in the vehicle width
direction so as to divide the battery accommodating por-
tion 33 into the first and second accommodating cham-
bers 55, 56 is integrally formed with the battery accom-
modating portion 33 and the main stand 10 disposed
downwardly of the partition wall 57 is supported rotatably
on the bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodating por-
tion 33. This results in the main stand 10 being supported
at a portion having rigidity enhanced by the integrally-
formed partition wall 57. This eliminates the need for a
member dedicated to enhancing rigidity. At the same
time, the arrangement inhibits weight of the battery ac-
commodating portion 33 from increasing and enhances
stiffness for supporting the main stand 10.
[0059] In addition, the pair of second brackets 66... ex-
tending longitudinally to cross the partition wall 57 in a
plan view is integrally formed with the bottom wall 54 so
as to support rotatably the main stand 10 and protrude
downwardly from the lower surface of the bottom wall 54.
This further enhances rigidity of a portion for rotatably
supporting the main stand 10.
[0060] The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 further includes the stopper 72 integrally
formed therewith, the stopper 72 contacting with the main
stand 10 to thereby maintain the main stand 10 in the
standing position. The stopper 72 extends in the vehicle
width direction at a position forward of the partition wall
57 so as to protrude downwardly from the lower surface
of the bottom wall 54. This further enhances rigidity of
the portion for rotatably supporting the main stand 10.
[0061] The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 further integrally provides the plurality of
ribs 74 to 80 formed on the upper surface thereof to pro-
trude upwardly. The ribs 74 to 80 disposed forwardly of
the partition wall 57 are more in number than those 74
to 78 disposed rearwardly thereof. The increased number
of ribs enhances rigidity of only a portion of the bottom
wall 54 requiring greater rigidity because of the presence
of the stopper 72, so that increased weight more than
necessary can be avoided.
[0062] The bottom wall 54 of the battery accommodat-
ing portion 33 further includes the support bosses 73...
integrally formed therewith, the support bosses 73... for
removably and vertically swingably supporting the swing
arm 9A on the vehicle body frame F via the linkage mech-
anism 18. The support bosses 73... protrude downwardly
from the lower surface of the bottom wall 54. This further
enhances rigidity of the portion for rotatably supporting
the main stand 10.
[0063] Whereas the electric motor 6 is disposed on a
first crosswise side of the vehicle body centerline CL ex-
tending longitudinally, the pair of high-voltage batteries
7... accommodated in the battery accommodating portion
33 have the center-of-gravity positions G1, G2 that are
disposed on a second crosswise side of the vehicle body
centerline CL. Disposing the heavy electric motor 6 and
the center-of-gravity positions G1, G2 of the pair of heavy
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high-voltage batteries 7... at different locations helps
achieve a good crosswise weight balance.
[0064] A second embodiment of the present invention
will be described below with reference to Fig. 4. Like or
corresponding parts are identified by the same reference
numerals as those used for the first embodiment of the
present invention and descriptions for those parts will be
omitted.
[0065] A swing arm 9B generally includes a swing arm
main unit 85, a gear case 36, a rear portion cover 37,
and a front portion cover 38. More specifically, the swing
arm main unit 85 includes a battery accommodating por-
tion 83 for accommodating a pair of batteries 7... and an
arm portion 84 that extends from either end portion in the
crosswise direction of the battery accommodating portion
83 to a first side of left and right sides of the rear wheel
WR. The gear case 36 is connected to a rear portion of
the arm portion 84 from the side of the rear wheel WR.
The rear portion cover 37 is connected to the rear portion
of the arm portion 84 from a side opposite to the rear
wheel WR. The front portion cover 38 is removably con-
nected to a front portion of the arm portion 84 forwardly
of the rear portion cover 37 from a side opposite to the
battery accommodating portion 83. In the second em-
bodiment of the present invention, the arm portion 84
extends from a left end portion of the battery accommo-
dating portion 83 to a left side of the rear wheel WR.
[0066] An axle 5 of the rear wheel WR is rotatably sup-
ported on the rear portion of the swing arm 9B. In addition,
an electric motor 6 and a power transmission means 39
are housed in the rear portion of the swing arm 9B.
[0067] The battery accommodating portion 83 gener-
ally includes a first accommodating portion 83a, a second
accommodating portion 83b, a side wall 86, and a bottom
wall 87. More specifically, the first accommodating por-
tion 83a is disposed forwardly of the rear wheel WR. The
second accommodating portion 83b is joined to a right
side of the first accommodating portion 83a so as to be
disposed on the right of a front portion of the rear wheel
WR. The side wall 86 is formed substantially into an L
shape so as to form an outer periphery of the first ac-
commodating portion 83a and the second accommodat-
ing portion 83b. The bottom wall 87 is integrally formed
in a connected row arrangement with a lower portion of
the side wall 86.
[0068] The first accommodating portion 83a accom-
modates a first high-voltage battery 7 extending along
the vehicle width direction and the second accommodat-
ing portion 83b accommodates a second high-voltage
battery 7 extending along the longitudinal direction of the
vehicle.
[0069] Of the side wall 86, a portion constituting a left
side wall of the first accommodating portion 83a functions
as a bulkhead 86a for disposing one high-voltage battery
7 in isolation from an electric motor 6 and a control unit
8. The bulkhead 86a is integrally formed with the swing
arm 9B forwardly of the rear wheel WR. The arm portion
84 extends rearwardly from the battery accommodating

portion 83, having the bulkhead 86a as a constituent el-
ement thereof.
[0070] Whereas the electric motor 6 is disposed on a
first crosswise side (the left side according to the second
embodiment of the present invention) of the vehicle body
centerline CL extending longitudinally, the second high-
voltage battery 7 accommodated along the vehicle lon-
gitudinal direction in the second accommodating portion
83b of the battery accommodating portion 83 is disposed
on a second crosswise side (the right side according to
the second embodiment of the present invention) of the
vehicle body centerline CL and part of the second high-
voltage battery 7 disposed on the second crosswise side
of the vehicle body centerline CL is disposed sideways
the rear wheel WR.
[0071] The control unit 8 is mounted on an outer sur-
face of the arm portion 84 that includes the bulkhead 86a
as a constituent element thereof by using a plurality of
threaded members 58, 58.... The control unit 8 is dis-
posed, in a side view, at a position at which the control
unit 8 overlaps part of the high-voltage batteries 7... and
covered in the front portion cover 38.
[0072] The bulkhead 86a has an opening portion
formed in an upper or lower portion thereof, the opening
portion facing a pair of terminals 59, 60 disposed in the
first high-voltage battery 7 accommodated in the first ac-
commodating portion 83a.
[0073] In the second embodiment of the present inven-
tion, too, the bulkhead 86a for disposing the high-voltage
batteries 7... in isolation from the electric motor 6 and the
control unit 8 is integrally formed with the swing arm 9B
forwardly of the rear wheel WR. This not only enhances
rigidity of the swing arm 9B without having to provide a
special member for enhancing rigidity, but also reduces
the number of members disposed for supporting the high-
voltage batteries 7.... Though the presence of the bulk-
head 86a may impede wiring from being simplified, the
bulkhead 86a has the opening portion that faces the pair
of terminals 59, 60 disposed in each of the high-voltage
batteries 7..., so that effect of the bulkhead 86a on sim-
plification of the wiring can be minimized.
[0074] The control unit 8 is mounted on the outer sur-
face of the arm portion 84 that includes the bulkhead 86a
as a constituent element thereof, so as to overlap part of
the high-voltage batteries 7... in a side view. This helps
shorten the distance between the high-voltage batteries
7... and the control unit 8. The front portion cover 38 that
covers the arm portion 84 and the control unit 8 mounted
on the arm portion 84 from the outside is removably
mounted on the arm portion 84. This allows the front por-
tion cover 38 to be removed during servicing without wor-
rying about wiring. With the front portion cover 38 re-
moved, the control unit 8 is exposed to the outside, which
further enhances maintainability.
[0075] Each of the plurality of pairs of high-voltage bat-
teries 7... is disposed individually in a corresponding one
of the first and second accommodating chambers 83a,
83b included in the battery accommodating portion 83.
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A large amount of electric power can therefore be en-
sured.
[0076] The electric motor 6 is disposed on a first cross-
wise side (the left side according to the second embod-
iment of the present invention) of the vehicle body cen-
terline CL extending longitudinally and the second high-
voltage battery 7 accommodated along the vehicle lon-
gitudinal direction in the second accommodating portion
83b of the battery accommodating portion 83 is disposed
on a second crosswise side of the vehicle body centerline
CL. Disposing the heavy electric motor 6 and the high-
voltage battery 7 at different locations across the vehicle
body centerline CL helps achieve a good crosswise
weight balance. Moreover, part of the second high-volt-
age battery 7 disposed on the second crosswise side of
the vehicle body centerline CL is disposed sideways of
the rear wheel WR. This eliminates the need for disposing
the rear wheel WR further rearwardly in order to avoid
interference with the high-voltage battery 7. This helps
avoid a long longitudinal length of the electric motorcycle.
[0077] The invention being thus described, it will be
obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Ac-
cordingly, the invention is not to be considered as being
limited by the foregoing description, but is only limited by
the scope of the following claims.
[0078] A saddle riding type, electric vehicle includes a
swing arm removably and vertically swingably supported
on a vehicle body frame, and an electric motor, a battery
for supplying the electric motor with electric power, and
a control unit for controlling the electric motor. The electric
motor, the battery, and the control unit are disposed on
the swing arm. The swing arm integrally provides, for-
wardly of a rear wheel, a bulkhead for accommodating a
battery in isolation from an electric motor and a control
unit. The bulkhead has an opening portion that faces ter-
minals disposed on the battery. A battery accommodat-
ing portion integrally provides a partition wall extending
in a vehicle width direction to form a plurality of accom-
modating chambers with each containing one of a plu-
rality of batteries. A stand disposed downwardly of the
partition wall is supported rotatably on a bottom wall of
the battery accommodating portion.

Claims

1. A saddle riding, electric vehicle comprising:

a swing arm (9A) removably and vertically
swingably supported on a vehicle body frame
(F);
an electric motor (6), disposed on the swing arm
(9A), for generating drive power for rotatably
driving a rear wheel (WR) rotatably supported
at a rear portion of the swing arm (9A);
a battery (7), disposed on the swing arm (9A),
for supplying the electric motor (6) with electric
power; and

a control unit (8), disposed on the swing arm
(9A), for controlling the electric motor (6),
characterized in that
the swing arm (9A) integrally provides, forwardly
of the rear wheel (WR), a bulkhead (53a) for
disposing the battery (7) in isolation from the
electric motor (6) and the control unit (8); and
the bulkhead (53a) has an opening portion (61)
facing terminals (59, 60) disposed in the battery
(7).

2. The saddle riding, electric vehicle according to claim
1, wherein the opening portion (61) is disposed on
an upper portion or a lower portion of the bulkhead
(53a).

3. The saddle riding, electric vehicle according to one
of claims 1 or 2, wherein:

the swing arm (9A) includes:

a battery accommodating portion (33) hav-
ing the bulkhead (53a) forming part of an
outer periphery thereof; and
an arm portion (34) having the bulkhead
(53a) as part of constituent elements there-
of, the arm portion (34) extending from a
first crosswise end portion of the battery ac-
commodating portion (33) to a first cross-
wise side of the rear wheel (WR);

the control unit (8) is disposed on an outer sur-
face of the arm portion (34) so as to overlap part
of the battery (7) in a side view; and
the arm portion (34) is removably fitted with a
cover member (37, 38) for covering from an out-
side the arm portion (34) and the control unit (8)
disposed on the arm portion (34).

4. The saddle riding, electric vehicle according to claim
3, wherein:

the battery (7) includes a plurality of batteries,
each being disposed individually in a corre-
sponding one of a plurality of accommodating
chambers (55, 56) defined by a partition wall (57)
integrally formed with the battery accommodat-
ing portion (33); and
the bulkhead (53a) has the opening portion (61)
such that the opening portion (61) communi-
cates individually with each of the accommodat-
ing chambers (55, 56).

5. The saddle riding, electric vehicle according to one
of claims 3 or 4, wherein the battery accommodating
portion (33) formed to be open upwardly is remova-
bly fitted with a lid member (65) for covering the bat-
tery accommodating portion (33) from an upward di-
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rection so as to contact with the battery (7) in the
battery accommodating portion (33).

6. The saddle riding, electric vehicle according to any
one of claims 1 to 3, wherein:

the electric motor (6) is disposed on a first cross-
wise side of a vehicle body centerline (CL) ex-
tending longitudinally; and
the battery (7) is disposed on a second cross-
wise side of the vehicle body centerline (CL)
such that part thereof is disposed sideways the
rear wheel (WR).

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug, umfassend:

einen Schwingenarm (9A), welcher lösbar und
vertikal schwingend an einem Fahrzeug-Kör-
perrahmen (F) getragen ist;
einen Elektromotor (6), welcher an dem Schwin-
genarm (9A) zum Erzeugen von Antriebsleis-
tung zum rotierenden Antreiben eines Hinter-
rads (WR) angeordnet ist, welches rotierend an
einem hinteren Abschnitt des Schwingenarms
(9A) getragen ist;
eine Batterie (7), welche an dem Schwingenarm
(9A) zum Versorgen des Elektromotors (6) mit
elektrischer Leistung angeordnet ist; und
eine Steuereinheit (8), welche an dem Schwin-
genarm (9A) zum Steuern des Elektromotors (6)
angeordnet ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Schwingenarm (9A) integral vor dem Hinter-
rad (WR) eine Trennwand (53a) zum Anordnen
der Batterie (7) in Isolation von dem Elektromo-
tor (6) und der Steuereinheit (8) bereitstellt; und
die Trennwand (53a) einen Öffnungsabschnitt
(61) aufweist, welcher zu Anschlüssen (59, 60)
weist, welche in der Batterie (7) angeordnet
sind.

2. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 1,
wobei der Öffnungsabschnitt (61) an einem oberen
Abschnitt oder einem unteren Abschnitt der Trenn-
wand (53a) angeordnet ist.

3. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei:

der Schwingenarm (9A) umfasst:

einen Batterie-Aufnahmeabschnitt (33),
welcher die Trennwand (53a) einen Teil sei-
nes Außenumfangs bildend aufweist; und
einen Armabschnitt (34), welcher die Trenn-

wand (53a) als einen Teil von Bestandteil-
selementen davon aufweist, wobei sich der
Armabschnitt (34) von einem ersten kreuz-
weisen Endabschnitt des Batterie-Aufnah-
meabschnitts (33) zu einer ersten kreuzwei-
sen Seite des Hinterrads (WR) erstreckt;

die Steuereinheit (8) an einer Außenfläche des
Armabschnitts (34) so angeordnet ist, dass sie
in einer Seitenansicht einen Teil der Batterie (7)
überlappt; und
der Armabschnitt (34) lösbar mit einem Abdeck-
element (37, 38) zum Abdecken des
Armabschnitts (34) von einer Außenseite ange-
passt ist und die Steuereinheit (8) an dem
Armabschnitt (34) angeordnet ist.

4. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug nach Anspruch 3,
wobei:

die Batterie (7) eine Mehrzahl von Batterien um-
fasst, von welchen jede individuell in einer ent-
sprechenden aus einer Mehrzahl von Aufnah-
mekammern (55, 56) angeordnet ist, welche von
einer Teilungswand (57) definiert sind, welche
integral mit dem Batterie-Aufnahmeabschnitt
(33) gebildet ist; und
die Trennwand (53a) den Öffnungsabschnitt
(61) derart aufweist, dass der Öffnungsabschnitt
(61) individuell mit jeder der Aufnahmekammern
(55, 56) kommuniziert.

5. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug nach einem der
Ansprüche 3 oder 4, wobei der Batterie-Aufnahme-
abschnitt (33), welcher dazu gebildet ist, nach oben
offen zu sein, lösbar mit einem Deckelelement (65)
zum Abdecken des Batterie-Aufnahmeabschnitts
(33) aus einer Richtung von oben ausgestattet ist,
um so mit der Batterie (7) in dem Batterie-Aufnah-
meabschnitt (33) in Kontakt zu kommen.

6. Elektrisches Sattelfahrt-Fahrzeug nach einem der
Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei:

der Elektromotor (6) an einer ersten kreuzwei-
sen Seite einer sich longitudinal erstreckenden
Fahrzeugkörper-Mittellinie (CL) angeordnet ist;
und
die Batterie (7) an einer zweiten kreuzweisen
Seite der Fahrzeugkörper-Mittellinie (CL) derart
angeordnet ist, dass ein Teil davon seitlich des
Hinterrads (WR) angeordnet ist.

Revendications

1. Véhicule électrique à monture comprenant :
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un bras oscillant (9A) supporté de manière à
pouvoir osciller verticalement et de manière dé-
tachable sur un cadre de corps de véhicule (F) ;
un moteur électrique (6), disposé sur le bras os-
cillant (9A), pour la génération de la puissance
motrice pour l’entraînement en rotation d’une
roue arrière (WR) supportée de manière à pou-
voir tourner au niveau d’une portion arrière du
bras oscillant (9A) ;
une batterie (7), disposée sur le bras oscillant
(9A), pour l’alimentation en puissance électrique
du moteur électrique (6) ; et
une unité de commande (8), disposée sur le bras
oscillant (9A), pour la commande du moteur
électrique (6),
caractérisé en ce que
le bras oscillant (9A) fournit intégralement, à
l’avant de la roue arrière (WR), une cloison (53a)
pour la disposition de la batterie (7) en isolation
du moteur électrique (6) et de l’unité de com-
mande (8) ; et
la cloison (53a) présente une portion d’ouvertu-
re (61) faisant face aux bornes (59, 60) dispo-
sées dans la batterie (7).

2. Véhicule électrique à monture selon la revendication
1, dans lequel la portion d’ouverture (61) est dispo-
sée sur une portion supérieure ou une portion infé-
rieure de la cloison (53a).

3. Véhicule électrique à monture selon l’une des reven-
dications 1 ou 2, dans lequel :

le bras oscillant (9A) inclut :

une portion de logement de batterie (33)
présentant la cloison (53a) formant une par-
tie d’une périphérie extérieure de celle-ci ;
et
une portion de bras (34) présentant la cloi-
son (53a) en tant que partie d’éléments
constituants de celle-ci, la portion de bras
(34) s’étendant depuis une première portion
d’extrémité transversale de la portion de lo-
gement de batterie (33) à un premier côté
transversal de la roue arrière (WR) ;

l’unité de commande (8) est disposée sur une
surface extérieure de la portion de bras (34) de
sorte à recouvrir une partie de la batterie (7)
dans une vue de côté ; et
la portion de bras (34) est dotée de manière
amovible d’un élément de recouvrement (37,
38) pour le recouvrement d’un côté extérieur de
la portion de bras (34) et l’unité de commande
(8) disposée sur la portion de bras (34).

4. Véhicule électrique à monture selon la revendication

3, dans lequel :

la batterie (7) inclut une pluralité de batteries,
chacune étant disposée individuellement dans
une correspondante d’une pluralité de cham-
bres de logement (55, 56) définies par une paroi
de séparation (57) formée intégralement avec
la portion de logement de batterie (33) ; et
la cloison (53a) présente la portion d’ouverture
(61) de sorte que la portion d’ouverture (61)
communique individuellement avec chacune
des chambres de logement (55, 56).

5. Véhicule électrique à monture selon l’une des reven-
dications 3 ou 4, dans lequel la portion de logement
de batterie (33) formée comme étant ouverte vers le
haut est dotée de manière amovible d’un élément
de couvercle (65) pour le recouvrement de la portion
de logement de batterie (33) depuis une direction
vers le haut de sorte à établir le contact avec la bat-
terie (7) dans la portion de logement de batterie (33).

6. Véhicule électrique à monture selon l’une quelcon-
que des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel :

le moteur électrique (6) est disposé sur un pre-
mier côté transversal d’une ligne centrale de
corps de véhicule (CL) s’étendant
longitudinalement ; et
la batterie (7) est disposée sur un second côté
transversal de la ligne centrale de corps de vé-
hicule (CL) de sorte qu’une partie de celle-ci soit
disposée sur le côté de la roue arrière (WR).
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